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Keeping Learning Alive During the Pandemic:  

Book Harvest Launches Rapid Response Summer Strategy 
 

Durham, NC – Today, North Carolina literacy organization Book Harvest launched its Rapid Response Summer Strategy – 
opening the doors of a temporary 6,000 square foot Rapid Response Center adjacent to Book Harvest headquarters at 
2501 University Drive in Durham’s Rockwood Shopping Center.  
 
Out of this Center, Book Harvest will ensure the safe and plentiful provision of books to local children throughout the 
summer – with the ambitious goal of providing 75,000 books to Durham children by the end of August.  
 

 “COVID-related school and library closures have made the imperative to get books into the hands of kids across Durham 

more important than ever,” explained Assistant Principal Greg Mitchell of Club Boulevard Elementary School. That’s why 

Book Harvest has partnered with Durham’s Campaign for Grade-Level Reading, Durham Public Schools, First Book, and 

United Way of the Greater Triangle to launch the Rapid Response Summer Strategy.  

 

A team of Book Harvest staff and volunteers – all adhering to strict safety protocols -- will implement the Rapid 

Response, fueled by book donations from community members. Book Harvest team members will provide brightly 

colored bags filled with age-appropriate, diverse and inclusive, new and gently used children’s books to families at the 

Rapid Response Center; at Durham Public Schools food provision locations in a new collaboration called Well Fed, Well 

Read; and at scheduled Grab-and-Go locations throughout the summer. These bags will also include critical literacy and 

learning information for parents about such resources as Pre-K applications and Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library. 

 

“This effort can’t wait another day,” explained Book Harvest Board Chair Tabitha Blackwell. “Access to books is 

fundamental to keeping learning alive for every child. With schools already closed for so many weeks and with the long 

stretch of summer ahead of us, we need to make sure all our families have the educational tools they need – and that 

means books. With the support of our community, we will help thousands of children build and grow home libraries this 

summer, fueling their imaginations and helping bridge the summer gap until they can return to school.” 

 

More information about book provision schedules, about how to receive books, and about how to support Book 

Harvest’s Rapid Response can be found at www.bookharvestnc.org/covid-19-updates/.  

 

About Book Harvest: Book Harvest provides an abundance of books and ongoing literacy support to families and 

their children from birth and serves as a model for communities committed to ensuring that children are lifelong 

readers and learners. Since its launch in 2011, Book Harvest has provided more than 1.3 million books to North 

Carolina children. The organization’s vision is of a world in which reading, learning, and access to information are 

considered rights, not privileges, so that all children thrive. Learn more at www.bookharvestnc.org. 
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